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Aging mechanism in model Pickering emulsion

Sarah Fouilloux,a Florent Malloggi,a Jean Daillant,b and Antoine Thilla∗

We study the stability of a model Pickering emulsion system using fluorinated oil and function-
nalized silica nanoparticles. A special counter-flow microfluidics set-up was used to prepare
monodisperse oil droplets in water. The wettability of the monodisperse silica nanoparticles (NPs)
could be tuned by surface grafting and the surface coverage of the droplets was controlled using
the microfluidics setup. For surface coverage as low as 23%, we observe a regime of Pickering
emulsion stability where the surface coverage of emulsion droplets of constant size increases in
time, in coexistence with an excess oil phase. Our results demonstrate that the previously ob-
served limited coalescence regime where surface coverage tends to control the average size of
the final droplets must be put in a broader perspective.

1 Introduction
Ramsden1 and Pickering2 observed one century ago that solid
particles are able to stabilize emulsions, now referred to as Pick-
ering emulsions3. Depending on the particles wettability, either
O/W emulsions (hydrophilic particles, contact angle θ < 90˚) or
W/O emulsions (hydrophobic particles, θ > 90˚) are preferably
stabilized. The attachment energy of the nanoparticles at the in-
terface is normally large and gets stronger when the nanoparticles
get larger. It is usually admitted that NPs of more than 10 nm are
irreversibly adsorbed at the oil water interface4 5 resulting in en-
hanced stability for instance against dilution. When the proper
NPs concentration is used6, limited coalescence is another attrac-
tive characteristic of Pickering emulsions which unable the con-
trol of the average size. The total amount of particles initially ad-
sorbed is usually not sufficient to efficiently protect the oil-water
interfaces. In such a case, the emulsion droplets coalesce leading
to a progressive reduction of the total interfacial area between oil
and water interfaces. As particles are irreversibly adsorbed, the
reduction in oil/water interfacial area goes along with an increase
in surface coverage. The coalescence continues until a surface
coverage sufficient to protect the oil/water interface is reached7.

To progress in our understanding of the stability behavior of
Pickering emulsions, we propose to study a model Pickering emul-
sion with i-controlled sizes of both droplets and NPs ii- controlled
hydrophobicity of NPs stabilizers and iii- controlled surface cov-
erage. To succeed, we developed a fluidic system which unabled
experimental in-situ controlled surface coverage measurements
of Pickering emulsion by Small Angle X-rays Scattering (SAXS).
The main advantage of in-situ measurements is to trully linked
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Fig. 1 Phase diagram as a function of the ionic strength and NPs
concentration.

the surface coverage to the instability mechanism. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first time that such a study is performed:
standard approaches are usually based on making X-rays or neu-
trons reflectivity in planar surfaces8 9 10.
The past decade has seen the rise of microfluidic tools, see for a
non-exhaustive review11, that allow, among other, a good control
of emulsions, i.e. monodisperse droplets12 and surface cover-
age by particles13 14. In this article we have set-up a microfluidic
system allowing such a coupled control. We produce monodis-
perse oil-in-water (O/W) droplets stabilized by monodisperse sil-
ica NPs. The surface coverage of the droplets by the NPs is con-
trolled through the microfluidic process. Due to the fine con-
trolled of NPs coverage, we are able to determine the stability
diagram of the Pickering emulsion (see Fig.1). In addition, we ob-
serve a stability regime where a large amount of dispersed phase
is expelled while the other oil droplets keep their native size.
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Fig. 2 Microfluidics set-up I-Emulsion generator.a-d 3D profiles of the junctions and the outlet of serpentine of the microfluidics mold obtained from an
optical interferemeter. b Picture of the droplets formation at the junctions.c AutoCAD design of the microfluidics device with the three inlets:1-2 NPs in
water (Q1= 7µ l/min ; Q2= 1.5µ l/min) and 3 oil phase (Qoil = 0.3µ l/min). II-Emulsion cleaner.a Sketch of the emulsion cleaner. The Pickering emulsion
entered from the top and it is washed by the counter flow. b Picture of the clean monodisperse emulsion obtained.

2 Experimental set-up

2.1 Functionalized nanoparticles

Well-controlled silica nanoparticles were prepared according to
the method of Fouilloux et al.15 and their surface energy was
modified by grafting trimethylethoxysilane (TMES) (Supplemen-
tary Material: Nanoparticles preparation). Their size and aggre-
gation state was then assessed with SAXS (Small Angle X-ray Scat-
tering) and DLS (Dynamic Light Scattering) after dialysis. Surface
density of silanol functions is determined by titration (total num-
ber of silanol functions) and SAXS measurements (total surface of
NPs). Bare silica NPs have 4.5 silanol/nm2. The silanol densities
are reduced up to 1 silanol/nm2 after grafting TMES. Using DLS
size measurements, it is observed that up to a total TMES concen-
tration of 4.6 TMES molecules/nm2 (∼ 3 silanol/nm2), the sur-
face modified NPs are still well dispersed in water (Supplemen-
tary Material: Nanoparticles titration and Surface modification
of NPs). SAXS measurements indicate that a repulsive interac-
tion exists between the NPs even after the surface treatment at
4.6 TMES/nm2. When more than about 8 TMES/nm2 is used in
the surface modification reaction, the NPs are no longer stable in
water, but it is still possible to partially disperse the NPs using
ethanol as a solvent. In the following we only used NPs dispersed
in water.

2.2 Microfluidic droplets generator

The microfluidic device consists of two flows focusing in series
(see Fig.2-I) microfabricated using standard multilayers soft tech-
nology16 17. The first junction (width 50 µm and height 11 µm)
generates the oil droplets: the dispersed phase (fluorinated oil)
is sheared by the continuous phase (water + NPs) until the in-
terface destabilization. Once the droplets are formed they flow
to the second junction. In order to optimize the NPs adsorp-
tion the second junction (two steps lithography18) has a larger
width (100 µm) and height (95 µm). In such larger channel,
the droplets adopt a 3D shape (sphere of radius 22µm) and are
fully surrounded by NPs. To maximize the contact time of NPs
with the oil droplets, we make a 40 cm long serpentine which,

according to the flow rate we fixed (Qoil=0.3µl/min, Qcont.phase

= 8.5µl/min), gives a resident time of 27s. The Stokes-Einstein
formula gives a diffusion coefficient D = 3.1×10−11 m2.s−1 (NPs
of radius 7.1 nm) and the mean transverse diffusion length writes
l =
√

2Dt = 40µm. Hence almost all the NPs entered at the 2nd
junction reach the droplet interface at the end of the serpentine
(the maximal lateral diffusion length is 50µm when no droplet is
in the channel and 30µm with droplets). Another parameter to
adjust is the number of NPs in contact with the oil droplets. We
used concentrations of NPs that range from 0.4 to 3.5 g.L−1. In
many cases, a NaCl salt concentration of up to 0.3M was used to
screen the repulsive electrostatic repulsions between the NPs. We
checked that NPs do not aggregate at such a high ionic strength
(data not shown). At the outlet of the microfluidic chip, only part
of the injected NPs are adsorbed at the oil interface. The emulsion
droplets coexist with a suspension of unabsorbed NPs. In order
to remove the excess NPs, the outlet of the microfluidics is con-
nected to a rinsing millifluidic set-up (Figure 2-II). It consists of
a homemade glass vial with one inlet (linked to the microfluidics
device) and two lateral connections. A pure Millipore water flows
from bottom to top through the lateral connections. The emulsion
droplets enter from the top of the vial and fall in a clean water
counter flow. The fluorinated oil density (1.82 g/cm3) guaran-
tees that the droplets will settle even in a significant counter flow.
The non-adsorbed NPs are thus removed from the emulsion
suspension. At the bottom of the set-up, only the NPs previously
adsorbed at the interface of the oil droplet will remain (see the
emulsion crystal-like structure in Figure02-IIb). Hence the use
of variable NPs concentrations allows producing Pickering emul-
sions with a tuned surface NPs coverage.

2.3 Pickering emulsion
To produce the emulsions in the microfluidic device, we have se-
lected a surface modification which guarantees a colloidal sta-
bility in water. The NPs with 70% residual silanol surface groups
(∼3 silanol/nm2) were introduced at concentrations of 1, 1.7 and
3.5 g.L−1 in the presence of 0.3M NaCl. This salt concentration
is enough to almost completely screen the repulsive interaction
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Fig. 3 SAXS measurements of an oil-in-water emulsion stabilized with
monodisperse silica NPs. The excess NPs have been removed by
counter flow rinsing before collection of the droplets. The full line
represents the Porod extrapolation of the NPs and the dotted line the
Porod extrapolation of the oil droplets.

between the NPs. However, the aggregation kinetic of the NPs
is very slow compared to the resident time in the fluidic system
(∼30s). This guarantees that only isolated NPs are in contact
with the oil/water interface in the chip. According to the droplet
emulsion conditions (Qoil=0.3µl/min and radius=22µm) the oil
surface produced is 4×10−5 m2/min. At the lowest NPs concen-
tration of 0.4 g.L−1, the available NPs cross section is 1.6×10−4

m2/min. Therefore the NPs available to cover the oil droplets are
at least 4 times larger than the oil area created within the emul-
sion. The diffusion-convection characteristics of the NPs in the
microchannel flow together with the residual electrostatic repul-
sive interactions however prevent from reaching a full coverage
of the droplets at the chip outlet for the lowest concentration. The
NPs concentration is thus introduced in large excess in order to
force significant adsorption within the available contact time and
the excess NPs is removed in the millifluidic counter flow device.

2.4 Surface coverage measurements
SAXS is an ideal technique for probing the size, shape, polydisper-
sity and concentration on particles in situ. It is especially valuable
when particles have sizes in the nanometer range19 20. Moreover
the surface coverage of the droplets can be determined through
model-independent analysis of the SAXS intensity (See support-
ing Information for details). In the case where the scatterers have
a sharp well-defined interface with the surrounding medium, the
scattered intensity will follow a q−4 slope in the large scatter-
ing vector range. This regime, called Porod regime give a finite
value for lim

q→+∞
q4I(q) which is proportional to the surface area

of the scattering phase. We used a second model-independent
property of the scattered intensity called the invariant Q. Indeed,
Q =

∫+∞

0 q2I(q)dq is a constant which only depends on the volume
fractions and scattering length densities of the scattering objects
(see eq. 5 in S.I.).
In our experiments, some emulsions were collected directly in a
glass capillary for SAXS analysis. The capillary is connected to the
bottom of the millifluidic rinsing device: the emulsion collected
in the SAXS capillary only contain partially covered oil droplets

without an excess of free NPs. Figure 3 shows SAXS measure-
ments for an emulsion prepared with the 7.5 nm NPs having 70%
residual silanol groups on their surface at a concentration of 1
g.L−1 in the presence of 0.3M NaCl.

In the very low q range (q∼0.01Å
−1

), the scattered intensity
follows a q−4 Porod regime which is proportional to the oil/water
interface. In the intermediate q range, the scattered intensity is
due to the presence of the adsorbed NPs and at the large q range

(q>0.1Å
−1

) there is a second q−4 Porod regime which is propor-
tional to the quantity of NPs present at the interface. Compar-
ing the two Porod regimes together with the computation of Q,
we deduce the NPs volume fraction ΦNP in the sample (for data
treatment details see Supplementary Material: Analysis of SAXS
measurements). As both the sizes of the droplets and NPs is well-
defined, the surface coverage is deduced using τ = ΦNPR/4Φ0r
where r and R are the radius of the NPs and droplets respectively
and Φ0 is the oil volume fraction.

3 Results
The Figure 4 shows the surface coverage τ for three different ini-
tial NPs concentrations (1, 1.7 and 3.5 g.L−1) in the presence
of 0.3M NaCl, which were measured immediately after prepara-
tion and also after several days of aging time up to about one
week. The initial surface coverage of the oil droplets appears to
be significantly dependent on the NPs initial concentration. The
surface coverages measured immediately after the sample prepa-
ration are 24 ± 3 % for 1g.L−1, 53 ± 6.6 % for 1.7 g.L−1 and 77 ±
9.6 % for 3.5 g.L−1. The contact time with the NPs is the same for
all concentrations: the surface coverage is efficiently controlled
by the NPs concentration in the continuous phase. The need to
use a large excess of NPs to control the coverage is not a problem
when the excess NPs is removed before analysis. Experiments
(not shown) were the excess NPs is not removed immediately
show an equivalent coverage of∼80% and stable emulsions what-
ever the NPs concentrations. The rinsed emulsions having vari-
ous initial surface coverage show interesting aging behavior. The
emulsions prepared with the highest NPs concentration have an
initial surface coverage of∼75%. This coverage appears to be sta-
ble over time. The emulsion appears also stable macroscopically.
On the contrary, a change in the surface coverage is observed for
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Fig. 4 Surface coverage of the microfluidic prepared emulsions as a
function of aging time for three NPs initial concentrations.
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Fig. 5 Microscope image of the Pickering emulsions after one day
aging. A. Initial surface coverage >50%. B. Initial surface coverage
∼25%.

emulsions prepared with the lowest concentrations experiment.
The initial coverage is slightly above 20% but it rapidly increases
up to about 50% after only 1 day. Macroscopically, the emulsion
is not as stable as the one prepared with a high NPs concentra-
tion: we observe an excess of oil (big droplets) coexisting with
the native emulsion droplets. The Figure 5 shows such a rinsed
emulsion observed with an optical microscope one day after the
formation. It is clear that for emulsions with initial surface cov-
erage above 50% (Fig.5-A) oil droplets are stable whereas in the
case of initial surface coverage of 24% (Fig.5-B) big oil droplets
co-exist with native one. This excess oil was not present after the
emulsion rinsing step.

4 Discussion
In the following we discuss this new result and we propose a
scenario for this excess oil expulsion. At the outlet of the mi-
crofluidic chip, all droplets have the same diameter. If we ne-
glect Oswald ripening and if we assume that NPs are conserved
upon coalescence (i.e. no NPs are expelled from the interface),
we write the droplet size emulsion R = Ri

3
√

n, the number of ad-
sorbed NPs N = n4πRi

2τi/πr2 and the surface coverage21 τ = τi
3
√

n
as a function of the initial droplet size Ri, the initial surface cov-
erage τi and the number of coalescence events n. According to
the results shown is Fig.4, when 1 g.L−1 NPs suspension is used
to stabilize the droplets, the initial surface coverage τi is 23%.
After one day of aging, the surface coverage increased up to
τ = 50% and stays almost constant. If we assume no NPs ex-
pulsion from the oil/water interface, the final droplet size would
writes Rn = Riτn/τi which gives Rn = 43 µm. This scenario is not
what we have as confirmed by the pictures on Fig.5-B. Indeed,we
see particles with the initial size (∼20µm). Hence some NPs have
been added to the surface of droplets without coalescence events.
As excess oil has appeared, we make the following hypothesis to
explain our observation. The 23% surface coverage corresponds
to a surface coverage where rare coalescence events remain pos-
sible. Contrarily to the limited coalescence, we suppose that a
significant part of the NPs adsorbed on the droplets are released
in the suspension upon coalescence. In such a scenario, coales-
cence may not be a stabilizing mechanism but could become a

catastrophic event which further increases the coalescence prob-
ability for the droplet if the surface coverage after coalescence is
less than before.

To go a step further in the destabilization mechanism compre-
hension, we make an energetic balance between adhesion energy
and gain in interfacial energy to check against the validity of our
assumption.

NPs Energy adhesion. The adsorption of partially wetted NPs
is often believed to be irreversible as soon as their size is close to
10 nm or more. The adhesion energy per NPs22 23 24 25 is indeed
given by Ead = πr2γ(1± cosθ)2with r the radius of NPs, γ the in-
terfacial energy of oil/water and θ the contact angle of NPs at the
oil/water interface. In this study, we have used silica NPs having
a size of r=7.1 nm and at least 70% of their silanol surface sites.
Binks et al.26 have proposed computed contact angle as a func-
tion of the residual silanol groups at the surface of silica NPs. For
75% SiOH, they predict a contact angle θ = 65˚for γ =50 mN/m.
In such a condition and with a NP of radius r=7.1 nm this gives
almost Ead = 700kBT where kBT is the product of Boltzmann’s
constant and the absolute temperature T = 298K. According to
this estimation it is clear that, once adsorbed at the oil/water in-
terface, NPs will not escape through only thermal activation.

Energy released during coalescence events. Upon coales-
cence the droplet released part of their interfacial energy due
to the decrease of oil/water interface. The variation of interfa-
cial energy ∆E of two droplets (initial radius R and area 2S =

2× 4πR2) coalescing into a final droplet (radius R f and an area
S f = 4πR2

f ) writes:

∆E = γ(S f −2S) = 4πγ(R2
f −2R2) = 2(2−1/3−1)4πR2

γ (1)

If we compare the excess interfacial energy per adsorbed NPs
i.e. ∆E/N with N = 2× 4πR2τ/πr2 where τ is the initial surface
coverage and N the number of NPs of the two droplets, to the
adhesion energy Ead , we obtain the ratio:

α =
∆E

NEad
=

2−1/3−1
(1− cosθ)2τ

(2)

For NPs having a contact angle of 65˚, the energy ratio is sim-
ply α ∼ −0.62/τ. With an initial surface coverage of τ= 0.23,
the gain of interfacial energy per NPs is 2.7 times more than the
adhesion energy. The surface coverage stabilizes at τ ∼0.65-0.7
which corresponds to the point where the interfacial energy gain
per NPs upon coalescence is no longer superior to the adhesion
energy. This simple energetic comparison is just intended to show
that the assumption of a NPs release upon coalescence of a Pick-
ering emulsion may not be an impossible process. Surprisingly in
this case, this simple calculation seems also to correspond to the
stabilization process of the droplets. However the precise ener-
getic transferred to the NPs remain unclear as part of the energy
is used to move fluids. In our case, the fluorinated oil has a very
low viscosity which is favorable to transfer more energy to the
NPs.
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5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have built a new and original coupled mi-
crofluidic/millifluidic system to prepare model Pickering emul-
sions. The droplets are stabilized by monodisperse NPs having
controlled surface properties. This set-up allows tuning the sur-
face coverage of the final emulsion by changing the NPs concen-
tration in the microfluidic system. The obtained surface coverage
is experimentally determined in situ using SAXS measurements
of the as prepared emulsion. This technique does not require
any manipulation of the sample. It has been thus possible to fol-
low the aging of emulsions having varying initial surface cover-
age from 23% to 77%. We have identified two stability scenarios
depending on the initial emulsion surface coverage. For the high-
est surface coverage (>50%), the emulsion remain monodisperse
and stable for more than one week. For the lowest surface cover-
age (<50%), an excess disperse phase appear and coexists with
almost undisturbed droplets. This destabilization does not follow
the partial coalescence pathway. We propose that the transition
from limited coalescence and the observed destabilization could
be due to a coalescence induced release of NPs. We argue that this
process is energetically plausible and that the comparison of the
interfacial energy release per adsorbed NPs compared to their ad-
hesion energy could be a guide to understand Pickering emulsion
stabilization and aging.
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